
South Africa: Government pushes harder for investment as economy struggles

Event: Data released by Statistics South Africa on October 30 showed that unemployment rose
slightly to 27.5% in the third quarter of 2018.

Significance: The Medium-Term Budget Policy Statement (MTBPS) on October 24 showed a
worrying deterioration in deficit and debt ratios. Although President Cyril Ramaphosa’s
administration has received good news in the form of 20 billion dollars in new investment
pledges following the government's recent Investment Conference, poor polling numbers for the
ANC could see growing internal pushback against government reform proposals.

Analysis: President Ramaphosa has begun to embark on reforms to lift South Africa's sluggish
growth rate. He announced a stimulus package in September which entailed reprioritising up to
50 billion rand (3.4 billion dollars) of the budget towards spending measures that would boost
employment and growth.

However, while the MTBPS presented  by new finance minister Tito Mboweni on October 24
included 32 billion rand in reprioritised spending, it offered little that would significantly improve
the country’s growth trajectory. Nor was there any clear signal about restructuring ailing state-
owned enterprises, with a further 10 billion rand being set aside to bail out South African Airways
(SAA) and the short-haul South African Express, as well as the South African Post Office.

Mboweni emphasised his view that the private sector should play a much greater role in public
infrastructure provision, and the Investment Conference on October 25-26 was intended to
encourage greater private sector engagement. At the conference, President Ramaphosa spoke
of a "new narrative on investment" that would help to remove constraints to private sector
investment in infrastructure projects, for example in the water and energy sectors, over the
medium term.

The Investment Conference was mostly attended by domestic firms or domestic subsidiaries of
multinationals already present in South Africa, and domestic investment accounted for much of
the 20 billion dollars in pledges that the government received. Ramaphosa has hailed the
commitments as a sign of renewed confidence, with high-profile projects announced including
Amazon's cloud computing hub in Cape Town.

These new investments complement the approximately 35 billion dollars in pledges secured
earlier this year from countries such as Saudi Arabia and China, although there is little detail on
these pledges and no clarity on when and whether they will in fact happen. Moreover, several of
the Investment Conference pledges were not new, having already been announced.
Nevertheless, the conference outcome could help revive confidence in the crucial few months
before the February budget.

Anything that could increase investor confidence is important at this stage. The economy went
into recession during the first half of the year, and the finance ministry has revised down the
growth forecast for fiscal 2018-19 to 0.7% from its previous figure of 1.5%. Growth is now
estimated to rise to 1.7% in 2019-20 and 2.1% in 2020-21.

This lower level of growth, which is coupled with the need for government to pay much more in
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tax refunds that had been expected, will contribute to a projected revenue shortfall of 27 billion
rand (1.8 billion dollars) in 2018-19 and a cumulative underperformance of 85 billion rand (5.8
billion dollars) over the medium term.

This is in large part a consequence of the erosion of the capacity and integrity of the South
African Revenue Service (SARS) under (now suspended) Commissioner Tom Moyane. In recent
years, SARS has held back on refund payments, particularly for value-added tax (VAT), and this
has distorted the National Treasury's revenue projections. If SARS performance can be reformed
quickly, the fiscal outcome could turn out better than expected, but this remains a long shot.

A budget deficit of 4.0%, up from the 3.6% estimate earlier this year, as well as a weaker rand,
means that the debt-to-GDP ratio is expected to climb to 59.6% by 2023-24, up from a previous
peak target of 56.2% in 2021-22. The cost of servicing public debt is set to increase to almost
15% of revenue.

In the MTBPS, Mboweni did not allocate additional funding to finance the additional 30 billion
rand that this year's above-inflation public sector wage agreement is expected to add to
government spending over the next three years. However, he warned that the unsustainable
public sector payroll, which accounts for 35% of government spending, is forcing national and
provincial government departments to reallocate money within existing budgets to fund it.

Separately, in order to avoid inevitable pushback from his supporters among the trade unions
ahead of elections in 2019, President Ramaphosa has promised there will be no retrenchment in
the public sector. However, voluntary retirement packages are being considered as a means to
increase the natural attrition rate in the public sector, which is already 6%. Additionally, the
Department of Public Service and Administration and the National Treasury are seeking ways to
reduce the wage bill without necessarily reducing the headcount.

Though the MTBPS had been expected to detail the 50-billion-rand re-prioritisation of spending
outlined in the stimulus package, little detail was provided. How much the planned reallocation
will improve growth is unclear, even if it results in more effective spending.

Over the next three years, 32 billion rand will be shifted towards faster-spending infrastructure
programmes and expanding the public works programme. Another 14.7 billion rand was shifted
within grants to promote upgrading of informal settlements, while housing subsidies were
centralised and funds added to school building and water infrastructure programmes.

Looking ahead: Despite the much-worse-than-expected deficit and debt numbers, Mboweni’s
decision to stick to the expenditure ceiling, coupled with growth- and market-friendly signals,
could help to put off a ratings downgrade by Moody’s until at least February’s budget. The
success of Ramaphosa’s Investment Conference should also help to boost confidence and could
ultimately lift the growth rate over the medium term and make the fiscal balancing act easier.
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